CROSS SECTIONS

SCALE 1 IN. = 10 FT

Design Features relating to construction or to regulation and control of traffic may be subject to change as deemed necessary by the Department.

Surveyed by, Date
Design by
Subsurface Utility by, Date

Materials Legend
See Sheets 2A(16) - 2A(23) for Geotechnical Recommendations
Denotes Unsuitable Material at, or below subgrade depth pavement.

02
To Station 85+75.00

Materials Legend

- Unsuitable Material at, or below Subgrade

See Sheets 2A(16) - 2A(23) for Geotechnical Recommendations

Revised ditch grading.

PWC DOT: Mary Ankers (703)-792-4228
Rinker Design Associates, P.C. (703) 368-7373, April 2020
Accumark (703) 635-3060; May 2020
Station 220+50.00  
To Station 221+00.00  
Prince William Parkway

Materials Legend  
See Sheets 2A(16) - 2A(23) for Geotechnical Recommendations  
Denotes Unsuitable Material at, or below Subgrade

### CROSS SECTIONS

**SCALE 1 IN. = 10 FT**

**DESIGN FEATURES RELATING TO CONSTRUCTION OR TO REGULATION AND CONTROL OF TRAFFIC MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AS DEEMED NECESSARY BY THE DEPARTMENT**

**PROJECT MANAGER**  
**SURVEYED BY, DATE**  
**DESIGN BY**  
**SUBSURFACE UTILITY BY, DATE**  
**PWC DOT: Mary Ankers (703)-792-4228**  
**Rinker Design Associates: Mark Gunn PE (703) 368-7373**  
**Rinker Design Associates, P.C. (703) 368-7373, April 2020**  
**Accumark (703) 635-3060; May 2020**  
**SPR2020-00383 S03**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>224+25.00</td>
<td>To 224+75.00</td>
<td>Prince William Parkway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Materials Legend**
- See Sheets 2A(16) - 2A(23) for Geotechnical Recommendations
- Denotes Unsuitable Material at, or below Subgrade

**Revised Shoulder Section** in pavement in front of BPPS.

**Design Features**
- Relating to Construction
- May be subject to change as deemed necessary by the Department

**Surveyed by, Date**
- Design by
- Subsurface Utility by, Date

**Rinker Design Associates, P.C.** (703) 368-7373, April 2020

**Accumark (703) 635-3060; May 2020**

**PWC PROJECT NO.**
- VDOT PROJECT NO.
- 6234-076-266, 6234-076-266, C-501, RW-201

**Rinker Design Associates: Mark Gunn PE (703) 368-7373**

**PWC DOT: Mary Ankers (703)-792-4228**

**SPR2020-00383 S03**